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Abstract: This article analyses whether Creative Commons licences are applicable to and compatible with design. The first part focuses on the peculiar and complex nature of a design, which can benefit from a copyright and a design protection. This shows how it can affect the use of Creative Commons licences. The second and third parts deal with a specific case study. Some Internet platforms have recently emerged that offer users the possibility to download blueprints of design products in order to build them. Designers and creative users are invited to share their blueprints and creations under Creative Commons licences. The second part of the article assesses whether digital blueprints can be copyrightable and serve as the subject matter of Creative Commons licences, while the last part assesses whether the right to reproduce the digital blueprint, as provided by Creative Commons licences, extends to the right to build the product.
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Introduction

1 New technologies have changed the way designers create and distribute their works. They use computer programs to conceive everyday objects – such as lamps, furniture, toys and electronic devices – as well as to draw their digital plans. They also use the Internet to share and distribute their digital files. During the last few years, several online platforms have emerged to host designers’ digital files. These sites offer Internet users the possibility to construct product designs based on digital blueprints and encourage them to build upon the designs.1 This new trend is known among the community of designers as the Do-It-Yourself (DIY) culture, referring to the fanzine movement of the 1940s where producers (fans of magazines) of small, non-commercial and non-professional publications privileged the “do-it-yourself” under the motto “make your own culture and stop consuming that which is made for you”.2

2 By disseminating their digital blueprints on specific platforms, designers are not only sharing their creations but are also encouraging co-creation. One of the features of these platforms is to invite designers to distribute their digital files or creations under an open content licence such as Creative Commons (CC) licences.3

3 These examples will constitute a good case study to analyse whether designs can be shared under a Creative Commons licence. To answer this issue, we will define in a first section (Part A) what a design is and explain the type of protection it can benefit from. The notion is rather complex and mainly subject to copyright law and design law. Rules at international, European and national levels can diverge greatly in that respect. We will see how the interaction between these two types of protection is crucial to determine how and whether Creative Commons licences can be used to share design works. This first section will identify some incompatibilities between the licences and design and propose some possible solutions.
This article will describe in detail the international and European frameworks applicable to design. To illustrate the principles established at higher levels, the case of French law and case law will specifically be considered. The French jurisdiction constitutes a good illustration in terms of design because of the level of protection (under copyright law and design law) that a design can enjoy. References to other national laws might also be made, but only to make a specific point. Finally, the features of the Creative Commons licences will not be outlined, but references to existing articles and research on this topic will be added.  

A. Complex nature of design

The term “design” does not have a single meaning. Depending on its context, it can refer to a discipline, a topic or a style but also to the appearance of an object. Although some typologies are used to describe design of goods or services, they are not universal. In the UK, for example, the Charted Society of Designers distinguishes product designs covering three-dimensional industrial products (such as tools, hardware, furniture, fashion and textile design) from environmental designs (including works of architecture, building, units and elements, exhibit and display) and graphic designs, generally covering two-dimensional elements that can be painted, drawn or printed (such as patterns, cards and wrapping papers). The platforms we are referring to mainly propose to download digital blueprints of product designs. We will therefore focus our analysis on the protection of this type of design.

The peculiar nature of designs is linked to the industrial revolution, which met consumer demands at the time with mass production and product innovation. Product designs were considered industrial products. It was only later, at the beginning of the twentieth century, that industrial designers started to be seen as artists. During this same period, the boundaries between art and design started to blur, creating confusion and uncertainty concerning the protection granted to designs.

Their complex nature is reflected in the different legal instruments protecting designs. At the international level, the two major treaties of reference, the Berne Convention and the Paris Convention, protect the copyright and industrial nature of designs, but they do not define the concept. At the Community level, the applicable European framework goes a step further by providing a definition and imposing protection under both copyright and design laws.

I. International protection of a design

The hybrid nature of a design, considered either as a functional product combining artistic features or as an artistic product containing technical elements, shows the complexity of a design from an intellectual property perspective.

Copyright approach of the Berne Convention: Article 2 (1) of the Berne Convention sets up an extensive but non-exhaustive list of protectable subject matter under copyright law. The list includes (a) two-dimensional works, whether purely artistic (such as drawings and paintings) or not (such as maps, illustrations, plans and sketches) and (b) three-dimensional works, whether purely artistic (such as sculptures and engravings) or not (such as works relative to geography, topography, architecture and science). The list also mentions works of applied art. Copyright law can therefore protect works of pure art as well as works of art applied to utilitarian objects. It should be mentioned that the inclusion of works of applied art in the list of copyrightable works has provoked intensive debates and discussions among members of the Berne Union and, as a consensus, a category was added providing that national legislations would be free to define the notion.

Article 2 (7) of the Convention refers to this option left to individual countries that may decide under their national law how works of applied art and designs (referred to as industrial designs and models) should be protected, provided they apply a condition of reciprocity. The Convention does not contain any further guidance and does not state whether works of applied art and industrial designs should constitute a single category of work or two separable types of work. In applying this article, members of the Berne Union can be split among (a) countries granting a cumulative protection for works of applied art under copyright and designs laws, without the need to distinguish them from industrial designs; (b) countries granting a partial cumulative protection and setting up the conditions under which a design can be considered a work of art; and (c) countries clearly distinguishing artistic works from industrial designs. In the latter case, industrial designs are only protected under a specific design law and cannot benefit from copyright protection. If the shape can be separated from the product, then the shape alone can benefit from copyright pro-
The theory of “separability” dissociates the design from the product in which it is embodied.

12 **Patent-type approach of the Paris Convention:** According to Article 1(2) of the Paris Convention, industrial designs are a category of industrial property and shall be protected in all the countries of the Paris Union. However, the Convention does not define the notion and leaves it to national legislations. No further guidance on the criteria of industrial design is provided, except in the non-binding Guide to the application of the Paris Convention, in which its author, Bodenhausen, defines industrial designs as “the ornamental aspects or elements of a useful article, including its two-dimensional or three-dimensional features of shape and surface, which makes up the appearance of a product”.

13 Further, members of the Convention apply a national treatment principle, i.e. they must grant the same protection to their own nationals and nationals of other members, and comply with a minimum standard of rules (in terms of right of priority, grant of compulsory licences or prohibition of forfeiture designs). However the Convention does not contain any provision specifying whether designs should benefit from a sui generis protection or from a copyright protection, and whether they should be registered to receive protection.

14 **Complementary protection of the TRIPS Agreement:** The TRIPS Agreement follows and supplements the Berne and Paris Conventions. Article 25 (1) of the Agreement does not define industrial designs but states that members must provide for the protection of independently created industrial designs, which are new and original and can exclude from their scope designs that are purely technical or functional. However, the Agreement does not provide any guidance on the relationship between works of applied art and industrial designs. It is not clear whether the type of protection granted under Article 25 (1) is a copyright protection (reference to independent creation and originality) or a sui generis design protection (reference to the novelty criterion) or both. Only concerning textile design does the Agreement specify that members are free to provide protection under copyright law or under a specific design law.

15 The international framework applicable to design is completed by other Conventions and Agreements, such as the Hague Agreement setting up procedural matters for the international deposit or publication of designs and the Locarno Agreement establishing an international classification for the registration of industrial designs. The rules set up at the international level are subject to national laws and only determine minimum standards. As a consequence, designs can be protected under a specific law, as well as under copyright and patent laws. In addition, the Berne Convention permits, but does not impose, a cumulative protection.

16 **II. Sui generis approach of the European protection**

The absence of harmonisation of national laws on the protection of designs has had an impact on the Community market. In 1991, the European Commission published a Green Paper on the legal protection of industrial design in which it proposed the adoption of a sui generis protection for industrial designs. Both a copyright approach and a patent approach to protect designs at the EU level were rejected. Instead, a specific protection was set up to harmonise national laws as well as to create a Community Design System for registered and unregistered Community designs. The Green Paper resulted in the adoption of two instruments: Directive 98/71/EC (hereinafter referred as Design Directive) and Council Regulation No. 6/2002 on Community designs (hereinafter referred as Community Design Regulation).

17 In the Directive and Regulation, the term “design" refers to the appearance or composition of a product. The appearance is defined according to a number of features (such as the lines, contours, colours, shape, texture, materials of the product or its ornamentation) that do not constitute an exhaustive list. The design is not required to be aesthetic or functional, and purely technical designs cannot be protected. A design must be new and have an individual character to be eligible for protection. Two designs are considered identical if differences consist of immaterial details. In addition, the overall impression that a design produces on an informed user should differ from the overall impression produced on such a user by any design that has been made available to the public. The protection of a registered design is conferred for a maximum of 25 years from its date of registration and gives exclusive rights against unauthorised use of the design, such as making, offering, putting on the market, importing, exporting or using the product in which the design is incorporated. An unregistered design can only be protected for a maximum of 3 years from the date it is made available to the public (through publication, exhibition, use in trade) and only offers an anti-copying right. The Regulation provides for a registered and unregistered Community design regime, whereas the Directive only harmonises the national regime applicable to registered designs. Although neither the Regulation nor the Directive mentions it, the three-dimensional aspect of a design (shape) or its two-dimensional aspects (ornamentation, pattern) can be protected at the Community level.
Recently the European Court of Justice (ECJ) rendered a decision concerning the Italian law applicable to industrial designs. Italy, which was one of the few countries to apply the theory of separability, was obliged to amend its law to introduce the principle of cumulation of protection. However, the new law created some doubts concerning its conformity with the Directive as it provided a moratorium (or transitional period) of 10 years for the application to third parties. The issue was whether Italy could exclude from copyright protection – for a period of 10 years or indefinitely – designs which, although they met the requirements for protection, had fallen in the public domain before the date of entry in force of the Directive. The ECJ considered that a balance had to be found between – on the one hand – the acquired rights and legitimate expectations of third parties (manufacturing similar designs that had fallen in the public domain) and – on the other hand – the interests of rights holders. The exclusion of copyright protection for designs in the public domain was only considered appropriate if it was directed at a category of third parties that were entitled to legitimate expectations, i.e. persons who had already performed acts of exploitation concerning the designs in the public domain when the Directive entered into force in Italian law. In addition, the right of these third parties to use designs fallen into the public domain needed to be limited in time. A period of 10 years was considered excessive. In August 2010, the Italian legislature adopted a new article of the Italian Industrial Property Code, which should now comply with the ruling of the ECJ.

The definition and characteristics of a design under French law follow the rules set up at the European level. However, the term ‘design’ still refers to the expression ‘designs and models’ (or dessins et modèles in French). The most interesting feature of the French regime is the constant position of the national legislature and of national courts concerning a total cumulation of protection under copyright and design law for designs. A long evolution of the law on copyright and designs in France as well as jurisprudence has resulted in the refusal to make any distinction between ‘true art’ and ‘industrial art’.

Thanks to the “theory of unity of art”, developed by Eugène Pouillet in his “Traité Théorique et pratique de propriété littéraire et artistique et du droit de représentation” (1908) and enshrined in the law of 14 of July 1909 on designs and models and later in the law of 11 March 1957 on literary and artistic property for all works of art, copyright protection is extended to all creations of forms. The law of 1957 introduced works of applied art to the list of copyrightable works. French courts relied on different criteria of differentiation (from the mechanical character of the process of reproduction, to the destination or use, and the accessory character of industrial design or model) until they implemented the unitary solution. The principle of “unity of art” does not mean that copyright and design protections should be automatically granted to designs, but only that no distinction should be made between works of art (whether works of applied art or not) and design.

To be protected under copyright law and design law, a design needs to meet the threshold of originality as well as the criteria of novelty and individual character. Some courts have confused originality with novelty but have been censured by the Court of Cassation, which, for example, in a case concerning the copyright protection of a model of button made clear that only the criterion of originality was required to grant protection under copyright law. The Court of Cassation recently reaffirmed that the “unity of art” does not grant automatic protection under the two regimes and that a design still needs to meet the criterion of originality to be protected under copyright law.

### IV. Implications of the hybrid nature for the use of Creative Commons licences

Following the rules set up at the European level, a design can enjoy copyright protection as well as specific design protection. We have excluded from the scope of this article the case where a design is incorporated into a patentable invention and could also be protected under patent law. Our focus is on the link existing between design and copyright laws to assess the impact on the use of Creative Commons licences.
24 The main issue is linked to the fact that Creative Commons licences are only applicable to copyrightable subject matters, whereas designs have a dual nature and can benefit from a dual protection. In countries applying a total cumulation of protection, no distinction is made between the aesthetic elements and the functional elements of a design. They are indivisible. However, designs must comply with the criteria of both rights to enjoy protection. This does not mean that a licence granting rights attached to copyright (such as a Creative Commons licence), which only covers original works, can also be used for new and distinctive (in the sense of individual character) designs. Expressed otherwise, the fundamental rights that are licensed under a CC licence are not the same as the ones that can be licensed for the use of a design under design law.

25 Before analysing the compatibilities and incompatibilities that exist between Creative Commons licences and specific design licences, it should be remembered that designers are always free to not license their rights under a design licence. No provision of the Regulation or the Directive requires compulsory licensing. Having said that, the hypothesis at stake concerns a designer who wants to license the rights attached to his design and might want to use a Creative Commons licence to do so.

26 Scope of licensed rights: A registered design, whether at the Community level or the national level, grants to its holder an exclusive monopoly to exploit the design through the making, offering, putting on the market, importing, exporting or use of a product in which the design is incorporated or is applied to. An unregistered design only confers a right of anti-copying to its right holder. The rights attached to a Community design can be licensed for the whole or part of the Community on an exclusive or non-exclusive basis. The grant of a licence for a registered design must be recorded and published. No similar obligation exists for unregistered designs. The other rules are governed by the national law where the right holder has his seat or domicile. Concerning national registered designs, the grant of licence is also subject to national law. In France, in the absence of specific rules in the Code de la propriété intellectuelle, general rules on contracts contained in the French Code civil are applicable, i.e. no written contract is required for the validity of the licence, but it constitutes a useful proof of existence of the licence.

27 We can already spot incompatibilities with Creative Commons licences, which only license rights attached to copyright. These rights are identified in the licences as the right to reproduce, distribute the work, and depending on the options chosen by the right holder, the right to adapt it or not (the making of derivative work) as well as the right to commercially exploit it or not. Independently of the fact that a Creative Commons licence applies only to copyrightable subject matters, we also notice that the licence does not offer the broad range of rights permitted under the Community Design Regulation for a registered design and seems to be too permissive for an unregistered design, which only confers a right of copy.

28 Length of protection: Creative Commons licences apply for the duration of the copyright law (70 years p.m.a.), whereas a registered design confers exclusivity for a maximum period of 25 years from the date of its registration and a protection of 3 years for an unregistered design from the date it was made available to the public. The temporal clause of the CC licences cannot match the requirements of the Community regime.

29 Territorial protection: The rights attached to a Community design can be licensed on an exclusive or non-exclusive basis for the whole or part of the Community, but not further than the Community territory. Creative Commons licences apply worldwide on a non-exclusive basis. The territorial clause as such is not compatible.

30 Commercial exploitation: The main purpose for registering a design is for its right holder to benefit from an exclusive commercial exploitation of the design. Any licensee will then be granted the right to exploit the design against, usually, the payment of fees. This situation is in contradiction with the royalty-free clause of Creative Commons licences and with the “non-commercial” clause, which prohibits third parties from commercially exploiting the licensed work.

31 Possible solutions: It is obvious that Creative Commons licences are not the appropriate tools to license rights attached to a design protected by design law. But could a Creative Commons licence co-exist with a specific licence under design law? We need to distinguish the case of registered designs from the case of unregistered designs.

32 As explained, the rights granted by a registered design are different from the rights licensed by a Creative Commons licence. Therefore, under the condition that the design licence is delivered on a non-exclusive basis, the two types of licences could co-exist. However, the same analysis is not valid for unregistered designs. The use of a Creative Commons licence in parallel with the use of a specific design licence would lead in that case to an absurd situation. The only right granted by an unregistered design is the exclusive right to copy the design, which can be licensed on a non-exclusive basis to the whole (or part of) the Community for a maximum of three years, whereas the same right for the same design, which could also be considered a copyrightable work, would be licensed on a worldwide basis under
What would be the solution? For an unregistered design, a solution could be to wait until the design protection has elapsed, i.e. 3 years. However, we doubt that this solution would satisfy designers and creative users who would only share “old” designs under a Creative Commons licence. In addition, the starting point of the protection of an unregistered design is problematic and uncertain as it occurs when the design is made available to the public, and not from the date of creation of the design. In consequence, the only solution would be for a designer to license only his unregistered design, under a Creative Commons, and renounce licensing the right of copy under a specific design licence.

Concerning a registered design, it seems that a specific non-exclusive licence could co-exist with a Creative Commons licence. It would in any case hardly be conceivable to wait until the design protection elapsed since after 25 years, the wish to share a design under a Creative Commons licence could vanish.

In conclusion of this first section, it appears that a design is not only a difficult concept to apprehend but also a difficult notion to protect. The same work can enjoy two types of protection in countries that do not apply a strict separation between works of art and designs. The use of Creative Commons licences to share these particular works does not seem to be the most appropriate tool, although some solutions can be found.

However, if we consider the case of the platforms mentioned in the introduction, the hypothesis is different from the one described in this section. The platforms do not propose designs under Creative Commons licences but the digital blueprints of the designs. The issue is then whether a blueprint can be licensable under a Creative Commons licence and what would be the consequences for the creation of the product design.

### B. Copyrightability of a blueprint

The platforms we are referring to propose that designers and creative users upload the blueprints of their works and share their creations with Internet users. Based on these blueprints, users are able to build but also, if permitted, to redesign products. From a legal perspective, our interest is to determine whether the use of Creative Commons licences to share the blueprints is appropriate.

### I. Definition

The notion of “blueprint” is not a legal concept. The term is generally used in architecture and engineering design to define the paper reproduction of a technical drawing. Its name originally derived from the blue ink that was used to fix the colour on a paper. With the development of new technologies, the traditional technique of producing paper blueprints has been replaced by digital techniques. Blueprints are now available in the format of digital files.

### II. Legal protection

In the list of protectable works, Article 2(1) of the Berne Convention does not mention plans in general but refers in particular to maps and plans relative to architecture, whatever their mode and form of expression. As the list is not exhaustive and the national rules apply where the protection is sought, original plans other than the ones referred to in the Berne Convention can enjoy copyright protection.

In France, the Code de la propriété intellectuelle does not mention blueprints either. Article L. 122-1 (12°) lists maps and sketches relative to geography, topography, architecture or sciences among the copyrightable works. However, courts have supplemented the list and ruled that drawings, sketches and images of industrial pieces could constitute original works (and be granted copyright protection) under the condition that the placement of the pieces, dimension of the images and lines of shadow thickness were not only dictated by the technical necessity of exact reproduction. But they have also refused copyright protection to urban development plans or topographic maps because of their banality. Although neither the Berne Convention nor the French law mention the criterion of originality as a prerequisite for copyright protection, legal doctrine and courts have added it and delimited its contours for years. Broadly defined as a work or creation bearing the imprint of the personality of its author (empreinte de la personnalité de son auteur), the notion does not seem to be suitable for works composed of artistic and technical elements. In the field of architecture, which can be compared to design since a work of architecture combines a graphic aspect (plans, sketches) with a volumetric aspect (the erected building), courts have lowered the threshold of originality applicable to this type of work to define it as the expression of the author’s personal creative effort. They have extended the reasoning to other types of technical or factual works.
The test that French courts apply to determine the originality of a technical product containing an aesthetic or artistic element is therefore the lack of banality or the personal creative effort. Provided that a digital blueprint complies with these requirements, it can benefit from copyright protection under French law.

III. Scope of protectable works under CC licences

According to Article 1 of the unported version of Creative Commons licences, a work that is the subject matter of the licence can be a literary or artistic work as well as a neighbouring work (such as performance, broadcast or phonogram) or a compilation of data. Article 1 of the licences reproduces the list of works contained in Article 2(1) of the Berne Convention, completed by neighbouring and database rights. Logically, general plans or blueprints are not mentioned. However, the list provided by the licences is a list of examples. Therefore, as long as blueprints constitute original works, they can be the subject matter of a CC licence. It should be noted that the licences do not refer to the criterion of originality as a pre-requisite of copyright protection. This reflects the diversity existing among national legislations (some impose the criterion; others do not). A work is protected as long as it complies with either the international standards laid down in the Berne Convention for the unported version of CC licences or the national rules for the ported licences.

After having established that a digital blueprint can be shared under a CC licence, the most interesting issue concerns the impact of the licence on the making of the three-dimensional product based on the plan. Posed differently, are CC licences enabling users to build the product? Most of the platforms do not clearly distinguish whether the blueprint or the product design is shared under a Creative Commons licence, or implicitly assume that the right to reproduce the digital blueprint under a CC licence grants the right to build the product.

C. Right of reproduction

In this last section, we explore the link between the digital blueprint of a product design and its three-dimensional representation to determine whether the final product constitutes a reproduction of the blueprint, which can be authorised and shared under a CC licence. The reproduction will be distinguished from a derivative work that a user could make by adding original elements to the design while constructing the product.

I. Definition of the right of reproduction

Copyright holders benefit from economic rights. The first and most fundamental one is the exclusive right to reproduce their works and authorise others to copy it.

At the international level, the Berne Convention sets up the right of reproduction in Article 9 (1) as the right for the author of a literary and artistic work, as listed in Article 2(1), to authorise the reproduction of the work in any manner or form. In addition, Article 9 (3) adds that sound and visual recording constitutes a reproduction. No other provision of the Convention defines the scope of the right of reproduction. Some uncertainties subsist concerning, in particular, the physical nature of the reproduction and whether some form of fixation is required. It is also not clear whether the right to make an adaptation (or derivative work) is a form of reproduction. The way national laws are considering it diverges. However the Berne Convention provides for the right to make adaptation and translation in two different articles.

The other international treaties do not bring any further clarification on the definition of the right of reproduction except for neighbouring rights. In particular, Article 3 (e) of the Rome Convention on neighbouring rights defines reproduction as the making of a copy or copies of a fixation, which should be interpreted narrowly.

At the Community level, the right of reproduction has been identified by the European Commission in the Green Paper on Copyright and Related Rights as “the core of copyright and related right”. Article 2 (a) of the Information Society Directive (Directive 2001/29/EC) does not define the notion of reproduction but states that the right is “the exclusive right to authorise or prohibit direct or indirect, temporary or permanent reproduction by any means and any form, in whole or in part”. No distinction is made between copyright and related (or neighbouring) rights. Reproduction is understood as being an analogue reproduction (verbatim copy) but also as being a reproduction in a different medium. It also means that a reproduction occurs when the form of the work changes (such as the photography of an architectural work). The Directive does not define the scope of the right nor does it refer to the law of Member States to determine its meaning. The European Court of Justice (ECJ) considers that in the absence of express reference to national laws in the European legal texts, concepts and conditions should be given an autonomous and uniform interpretation throughout the Community. In a recent case law, Infopaq International A/S (2009), the ECJ ruled that the protection granted under Article 2 of the Informa-
II. Distinction with derivative works

51 The reproduction of the blueprint in three dimensions is different from the situation where the user freely interprets the plan and adds features to the design by building the product. By doing so, the user is creating a different work based upon the original one. Several of the platforms offer users the possibility to build upon the designs proposed. The right to adapt an original work or to make a derivative work is neither defined at the international level nor harmonised at the European level (the Information Society Directive does not deal with the issue of adaptation); instead, it needs to be authorised by the author of the original work. The definition of a derivative work as well as the application of the criterion of originality is left to national legislations.

52 Under French law, a derivative work is defined as a new work in which a pre-existing work is incorporated without the collaboration of the author of the original work. The definition of the right of reproduction is broad enough to cover the right of adaptation, although it does not mention it.

III. Application to Creative Commons licences

53 The right of reproduction is defined in the unported versions of the Creative Commons licences as “the right to make copies of the work by any means (...) and the right of fixation and reproduction of fixation”. This definition refers neither to the wording of the Berne Convention nor to the Information Society Directive. As explained above, no consensus on the exact meaning of the right of reproduction has been found at the international and European levels. It can therefore be surprising to find a definition of the right in the licences. The question is whether the right to make copies includes the right to reproduce the work in a different form or using a different technique, i.e. whether the definition permits the construction of a 3-D object based on a plan. A subsidiary issue relates to the right to adapt the work and whether the definition of the Creative Commons licences extends to the right to make a derivative work. Before answering these questions, we can mention that some countries, by implementing (i.e. porting in the language of Creative Commons licences) the licences into their national law, have deleted any reference to the definition, and refer therefore to the notion as existing in their national law.

54 The making of the 3-D object constitutes a reproduction of the digital plan in a different form or using a different process. The right of reproduction as defined in the unported version of the CC licences (“the right to make copies by any means”) should be interpreted as meaning by any technique or pro-
In our demonstration, we have not focused on the ShareAlike licence, what would be the consequences for a user who builds the 3-D product? If the user strictly complies with the digital blueprint, the user will make the work in a different form and the ShareAlike clause will not have any impact on the way the user redistributes the work. However, if the user builds a derivative work of the digital plan, the user will be forced to distribute the 3-D product under the same CC licence as the digital blueprint or under a compatible licence.

Of course, in this section, we could also mention the fact that the 3-D representation of the blueprint could also be considered a design and be protected as such. Consequently, and following the assessment we have made in the first section of this article, the use of a Creative Commons licence to share not the blueprint but the final product would face obstacles linked to the specific nature of a design.

Conclusions

58 From the analysis made in this article, several drawbacks have been identified to the use of Creative Commons licences for design.

59 First of all, the complex nature of a design has shown that Creative Commons licences might not be the appropriate tool to share this type of work, especially in light of the scope of protection, the length of protection, the temporal clause and the possibility to prohibit any commercial exploitation of the design. However, solutions diverge depending on whether the design is a registered design or an unregistered design. Concerning a registered design, a Creative Commons licence could co-exist with a specific non-exclusive design licence. Concerning an unregistered design, it does not seem adequate to wait until the design protection has elapsed (i.e. three years from the date it was made available to the public) to share it under a Creative Commons licence. Designers and creative users might be eager to share their creations as soon as they can. Since it is also difficult to find out when a design was made available to the public and to determine the starting point (and therefore term) of its protection, a solution could be for a designer or creative user to renounce licensing a right of copy under a specific design licence and to only share the design under a Creative Commons licence.

60 Second, we have determined that licensing a digital blueprint under a Creative Commons licence should grant the right to build the design product under the right of reproduction. However, the wording of the licences could be improved to make sure that the right to copy the work encompasses the right to reproduce the work in different forms.

61 Third, the making of the 3-D product based upon the digital blueprint does not constitute a derivative work, unless the user adds creative features to
the product and modifies the original blueprint and therefore the design.

Finally, the 3-D representation of the digital blueprint can also constitute a copyrightable subject matter. The question is then whether a Creative Commons licence can cover the different forms of expression of a work or whether several Creative Commons licences would be necessary: one for the blueprint and another for the 3-D object. In that respect, the definition of work – the subject matter of the licence – is not crystal clear. More research on the topic is necessary to determine how to improve Creative Commons licences and increase their compatibilities with design works.100
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17 Article 5, Quinques of the Paris Convention.


19 Articles 4 A (1), 5 A (4) and 5 B of the Paris Convention respectively.
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24 Article 25 (2) of the TRIPS: “Each Member shall ensure that requirements for securing protection for textile designs […] Members shall be free to meet this obligation through industrial design law or through copyright law.”
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See Article 3 of Creative Commons licences, unported version.


Article 3 of Creative Commons licences


For an example of blueprint downloadable from a design platform, see http://unlimiteddesigncontest.org/en/product/stapelbaar [click on download blueprint]; see http://unlimitiedesigncontest.org/en/product/ribble-chair [idem].

The Berne Convention leaves to the members of its Union to decide whether a work should be fixed in a material form to enjoy copyright protection (Article 2(2) of the Convention).


Paris Court of Appeals, 1st Civil Chamber, 1 April 1957.

Michel Huet, Architecture et droit d’auteur, RIDA n° 88, April 1976.

See, for example, Court of Cassation (1st Civil Chamber), 27 June 2000, 97-22537, available at www.legifrance.com.


For more details on the definition, see Mélanie Dulong de Rosnay, Creative Commons Licenses Legal Pitfalls and Incompatibilities and Solutions, available at http://www.ivir.nl/creativecommons/CC_Licenses_Legal_Pitfalls_2010.pdf.


See, for example, the Ponoko Platform referring to the licence of the “copyright design”, although creators upload their plans (or design files), http://www.ponoko.com/make-and-sell/sell-eps; see also the Platform SomeRightsReserved, which offers the possibility for designers to share the “SomeRightsReserved Downloads” under a Creative Commons licence and implicitly gives the right to build the product design from the licence, http://www.kith-kin.co.uk/shop/terms.asp.

The issue of the reproduction of the blueprint in three dimensions will be assessed here under copyright law, which is relevant for the application of Creative Commons licences; the specific issue of reproduction in two dimensions (such as photography) of a 3-D design under design law will not be considered in this article as the hypothesis is not related to the application of CC licences and there are doubts concerning the possibility of reproducing a 3-D design in two dimensions under the Community design framework.


According to S. Ricketson and J. Ginsburg, the right of reproduction in France is broad enough to include the right of adaptation, whereas in the United States they constitute two separate rights; see also Hugenholtz, Van Eechoud, Gompel, The Recasting of Copyright and Related Rights for the Knowledge Economy, Final Report, p. 53-55, available at http://www.ivir.nl/publications/other/IVIR_Recast_Final_Report_2006.pdf.
Articles 12 and 8 of the Berne Convention respectively.


See, for example, Case C-245/00 SENA [2003] ECR I-1251, paragraph 23 or Case C-357/98 Yiadom [2000] ECR I-9265, paragraph 26.

Case C-5/08, Infopaq International [2009], paragraph 43.

Opinion, C-5/08, Infopaq International [2009], paragraph 56 and 57.

Under French law, fixation is not a requirement for copyright protection but constitutes an element of reproduction.

Article L. 122-3 of the Code de la propriété intellectuelle.

See Article 39 (1) (b) of the Irish Copyright and Related Rights Act, 2000: “In relation to an artistic work, the making of a copy in three dimensions of a two-dimensional work and the making of a copy in two dimensions of a three-dimensional work” constitutes a reproduction; see UK Copyright, Design and Patents Act 1988, Article 17 (3): “In relation to an artistic work copying includes the making of a copy in three dimensions of a two-dimensional work or the making of a copy in two dimensions of a three-dimensional work.”

Article L. 122-3, last indent, Code de la propriété intellectuelle: “In the case of architecture, reproduction consists in the repeated execution of a plan or of a standard project.”

Court of Cassation (Civil Chamber), 12 November 1980, Bulletin Civil I, n° 287.

Penal Court Seine, 28 February 1867.


TGI Paris, 16 February 1867.


Article 2(3) of the Berne Convention only lists types of derivative works, i.e. adaptations, translations, arrangements of music and other alterations of literary and artistic works; Article 12 of the Berne Convention grants an exclusive right for the author of a work to authorise adaptations, arrangements and other alterations of their works.


Article 12 of the Berne Convention.

The term “derivative work” is expressly mentioned (and defined) in the US Copyright Act (17. U.S.C. § 101), whereas the right of adaptation is mentioned in the Berne Convention but also in many national legislations. However, the two expressions should be understood as being equivalent; see footnote 80.

Article L. 113-2, para 2, of the Code de la propriété intellectuelle.

See footnote 56.

Article 1, paragraph i of the Attribution Licence, of the Attribution NoDerivs Licence, of the Attribution NonCommercial Licence, of the Attribution NonCommercial NoDerivs Licence and Article 1, paragraph j of the Attribution NonCommercial ShareAlike Licence and Article 1, paragraph k of the Attribution ShareAlike Licence.

See, for example, the Dutch version of Creative Commons licences, available at http://www.ivir.nl/creativecommons/english-retranslation.pdf for the Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike, version 3.0 licence

Article 9 (1) of the Berne Convention refers to “reproduction in any manner or form”; Article 2 of the Information Society Directive refers to “reproduction by any means and in any form”.

See, however, the opinion of Mélanie Dulong de Rosnay, who considers that a complex work (namely a musical composition, a performance and a phonogram) is covered by the definition of work provided by the licences, in Creative Commons Licenses Legal Pitfalls: Incompatibilities and Solutions, available at http://www.ivir.nl/creativecommons/CC_Licenses_Legal_ Pitfalls_2010.pdf.

Creative Commons, “License Your Work”, available at http://creativecommons.org/about/licenses.

This would imply researching the different issues identified in this article under other national jurisdictions.